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Did you Know? Ocean Edition
By Makayla Marble

The ocean holds almost 94% of life on Earth. Out of the 94%, a
whopping 90% live in the deep part of the ocean known as the “abyssal
zone”.
12 people have been to the moon and only 3 people have been to
the bottom of the Mariana Trench in the Pacific Ocean. The Mariana
Trench is 1,580 miles deep and 43 miles wide.
In deep water, tsunamis can travel up to 500 mph unnoticed.
Also, the first wave of a tsunami isn’t the strongest. They progressively
get stronger. A rare version of a tsunami is caused by giant meteors and
can get up to 100 feet tall.
Scientists have estimated that only around 5% of the ocean floor has been documented. That means we know more about
other planets and space than the ocean floor. Marine Biologists also predict that only around two-thirds of marine animals have
been documented and studied.
There’s an island of trash in the Pacific Ocean called the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. This island of trash is made of tiny
pieces of plastic. It floats around in the middle of the Pacific’s rotating ocean current.

Gold Coast Cinema
Dora and the Lost City of Gold:
This movie is about Dora finding the “Lost
City of Gold”. So bring your little sister or
niece to be a good big brother/sister or
uncle/aunt.
Rotten Tomatoes: 83%

Q: Back to school... How
do you feel?
By Kenneth Hafner

Hobbs and Shaw:
This movie is about a man who is a
cybernetically enhanced soldier with
superhuman strength, a brilliant mind and a
lethal pathogen that could wipe half the
world’s population. It is up to Luke Hobbs
(aka THE ROCK) and his partner Deckard
Shaw (aka Jason Statham) to put aside their
past differences to stop this superhuman
dude from ending the world. Sounds RAD.

Rotten Tomatoes: 67%

This survey was sent out to students in order to gather
valuable information on the “vibe” of Nome-Beltz. In a
surprising turn of events the average student is either feeling
meh-ish or great!
In the words of some great and wise student, “Good to
see the boys again tho. Whos the best??? NBHS!”- unknown.
If you have any info on who this is hmu. I need to know
the identity of this prodigal child.

Hi, I’m JJ Marble, I am going to be telling you a very exciting hunting story. *Said with heavy sarcasm*

This last spring (2019) I went on a very exciting hunting trip. I drew a Kodiak Brown bear tag the year before. This was
my first year putting in for this tag, so I was extremely excited. I had a whole year to prepare for the hunt, but when the time
came I was not prepared at all. I was rushing to get things done, which I do not recommend. So my father and I leave Nome on
our way to the infamous Kodiak Island. When we land, it is a very sunny day around seventy degrees, which was very hot
compared to Nome. We were staying one day in Kodiak before we took our plane to Three Saints Bay. We watched the season
premiere of Game of Thrones and went to bed.
It was an hour and a half ride to Three Saints Bay. We land in the water and the pilot helps us unload our hundreds of
pounds of gear. Once the floats left the water and got out of our sight, reality sank in. We are out in the middle of nowhere with
no help, no way out, and no city or town for the next hundred miles, and if anything happened we would be completely helpless.
As soon as we let that feeling set in we took our gear about a hundred yards inland to get away from the shore for
hightide. Our first night of sleep was extremely rough, because my father and I were sharing a queen size air mattress that had a
slight hole. 9:00 am comes around and immediately we start hiking up this steep mountain starting at sea level and climbing to
above sixteen hundred feet and sat there for ten to twelve hours a day. For six days we didn’t see anything. On the sixth day it
started to snow, so we decided it was a good idea to hike back down the hill. My father and I are sitting down taking a rest while
staring off at the bay when we see movement. This sends adrenaline throughout our bodies and gives us a rush. We basically
FREAK OUT! It's finally a bear! Within minutes we are five hundred yards away from the bear and it was massive! *Hyperbole
engaged* Right as we come over this little knob my dad yanks on my jacket and pulls me back. “JJ there's a bear,” he whispered
to me. “Yeah I know, that’s why we are here,” I chuckled. “No right there!” He pointed to a bear 100 yards out. I'm startled
when I see this young bear hasn’t noticed us. I choose to make the shot. I set up my tripod and 300 caliber rifle. When the bear
turns broadside, that's my moment. That's my chance. I squeeze the trigger and then...Bam!! One shot through both lungs sends
the bear down the hill at an alarming rate.
We give the bear a good fifteen minutes to die and then slowly climb our way across a steep mountain. We slowly
approach the bear because we don’t know if it is actually dead. I poke the bear in the eye and it doesn’t move, which is a good
sign, it took us 2 hours to skin half the bear and 2 the next day it then took us an hour hike back to camp to pack up and leave
camp. We ended up getting snowed in for two days before we could get picked up, but we never saw another bear that trip. We
made it back to Kodiak safe and sound, except for the motion sickness that I got. But it was a great trip overall.

Spirit Games at the
Welcome Back
Assembly
By Albertson

Seniors Elden Cross and Kenneth Hafner won the first game of the
year for Round the Wagon. Last year’s champions are Gareth
Hansen and Devan Otton. Rumor has it there might be a title defense
match at the end of the year IF Elden and Kenneth can keep their
winning streak.

Nome-Beltz Open House!
September 11, 2019
Wednesday 6pm -7pm
Location: Nome Beltz
Come on in for refreshments, Meet new or returning
administration, Travel around the school with your
student!

Call the front office if you need a ride!
443-5201

Fun Facts about Space
By Hailey Goodwin

1. Space is completely silent. Astronauts have to use radios to
communicate.
2. There may be life on Mars. It is the planet most likely to be
hospitable for life. There has been a rock from Mars that
scientists believe may have fossilized organisms.
3. Nobody knows how many stars are in space
4. If two pieces of the same type of metal touch in space, they will bond. This is called cold welding.
5. There is a large body of water vapor floating in space. It holds about 140 trillion times more water than Earth. It is
around 10 billion light-years away.
6. According to one theory, the moon was a part of the Earth. The theory states that when
the earth was young, it was hit by an asteroid and then a piece of earth broke off and stayed in
gravitational orbit.
7. There is a volcano that is three times the size of Mount Everest on Mars. It is called
Olympus Mons.
8. The footprints on the moon will be there for 100 million years. The moon doesn’t have
an atmosphere so that means there is no wind to blow the footprints away.

Random Facts

Time Management Skills

By Owen Johanson

Vivienne Heers

McDonald's Corp. is the world's largest restaurant

Do you struggle with time management? Or having too much

chain, with 34,480 restaurants in 119 countries. The burger
chain has famously gone where few fast-food chains have
gone before as a symbol—for better or worse – of capitalism.google “I'm feeling curious.”

work? Well here’s a few things to help with that.

The average floppy disk has ~1.44 Mb of storage on it,
it would take six hundred eighty four floppy disks to get to a
gigabyte.

● First off you can keep a notebook or planner so you
know what’s happening that day, or you can write down
if you have homework or any assignments.
● Set deadlines for yourself and don’t procrastinate.
● Don’t overdo yourself or take on too much work, if you
need to say no then say no. When you take on too much
you get stressed and then you don’t want to do any other
work and that’s how you end up behind.
● Make sure you take breaks in between things so you
have time to clear your mind.
● Last but not least make sure to take your time and check
things so you don’t have to go back and do things over.

Watch Your Health!

Government Mind Control

By Imari Bright

By: Minnie Clark

We all have some sort of social media or a phone that

Do you know about the recent health incident related to
vaping? I know some of you reading this right now are
probably thinking “Bro, is she really here to tell me to stop
vaping? I ain’t about that life boi.” I’m not here to tell you to
stop, I just want you to be aware of the major health risk
you’re subjecting yourself to. If you vape now you’re more
likely to start smoking cigarettes later.
On August 23, 2019, A tragic event took place in
Illinois. A patient was the first U.S. citizen to pass away of a
severe “mysterious lung illness” that has been linked to
vaping. Health officials did not know what the illness was, nor
provide intel on what type of vape the patient was using. After
the death of the victim, adolescents started to come into
hospitals reporting that they were having difficulty breathing,
chest pain, vomiting, and fatigue. Most of those patients that
were seriously ill had to get extensive lung damage that
required days on a ventilator and oxygen treatment.
This story is very important because it involves the
safety of us young adults. Since the health officials did not
give the vape product the patient was using we are all at risk
of being diagnosed with the same illness. This involves our
community because it is not just young adults who vape, and
everyone that is vaping now is at risk of this dangerous illness.
Waiting for the health official's word would be a good thing to
do right now instead of vaping.

DIY Face Mask
By Martha Butler
Combine 1/2 cup hot—not boiling—water
and 1/3 cup oatmeal.
After the water and oatmeal have settled for two or three
minutes, mix in;
2 tablespoons plain yogurt,
2 tablespoons honey,
One small egg white.
Apply a thin layer of the mask to your face, and let it sit for
ten to 15 minutes.
Then rinse with warm water.

we go on. Have you ever talked to someone about want you
want to buy or a celebrity and suddenly see an add on facebook
or Insta? Well that's because the government is listening to
everything you say!
If you see ads on the internet it’s from the government.
Most of the apps you use have a sort of “hypnosis” quality.
They have codes in the app to make it more addictive because
they want you on your phones more. Think about streaks in
snapchat. Streaks are just for you to stay on your phone and
when you send the information to people that makes it more
addictive because you don’t want to lose your 100 day streak
with someone.
For any scrolling apps they make it more addictive for
you because you can just scroll for hours and hours without
knowing it. How many hours have you wasted scrolling?
If you check your phone every 10 minutes or less that
means you are addicted to your phone. Some apps have it
where you can get a bunch of notifications at once, which is
how they programed it, so it keeps you from deleting the app.
That’s when we tell ourselves we can’t live without our phones
because we get addicted to them and freak out when we don’t
have them.
A group of guys tried making an app that helps us try to
get off our phones but the app store rejected them because they
only want apps that get people addicted.
Back in the day they didn’t have this technology so more
people interacted with each other. They actually went up to
people’s house and asked “hey you want to hangout?” Instead
of just sending a snap. People actually talked things out.
Will you be the change in the world and break the
pattern? Will you put away your phone?

How to Deal With Stress
By: Madeline Koweluk


School has just begun and are you feeling the pressure?

Stress is a part of life. It can be so overwhelming and
irritating. Your body releases hormones that make your pulse
increases. Here are some ways to deal with stress:
● Exercise (Running, Swimming, basketball,etc.)
● Write something (poems, stories,etc)
● Talk with someone It could be a teacher or
someone close
● Watch your favorite movie/ tv shows
● Read a book
● Meditate
● Art (color, paint, doodle,etc)
● Go on a drive
● Make a list of goals you want to do
● Random Act of Kindness
● Clean something
● Bake/cook
● Listen to music

Love writing? Don’t let us stop you! Send in
your ideas and we will publish it for you!
● Poems
● Life Hacks
● Wonderings
● Song Suggestions
● Whatever!

These are other ways you can deal with stress. You can also
go talk too Mrs.Tweet or Mrs.Husemann.

What’s Happening
at Nome-Beltz?
By Albertson

The Education Secretary, Betsy
DeVos, visited the Beltz campus last
week. The Culture Club welcomed
Mrs. DeVos in true Nome-Beltz
fashion. Thank you to our current
Beltz students and our Alumni who
helped represent our unique Nome
culture. We are proud to be Nome
Nanooks!

**The views and opinions expressed in the Nanook News are that of the authors. They do not reflect the opinions and views of
Nome-Beltz Jr/Sr High School or Nome Public Schools.

